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Welcome to IBPA’s Spring 2023 catalog. Between my writing this and you receiving a copy, NABU will have opened the doors to the first US-based Creative Lab in the Miami-Dade County African Heritage Cultural Arts Center in Florida. Aimed at serving the vibrant Haitian community around the world, NABU will further its mission within the lab to train local artists and authors on how to create and publish authentic stories, thereby expanding its Haitian Creole mother tongue book collection.

At 48 pages, this catalog has raised an additional $1,920 on behalf of IBPA member publishers for NABU programs. (You’ll find four of NABU’s titles featured on page 27.) Together, we are helping to put culturally responsive stories into the hands of young people so that every child is afforded equal access to literacy. We are also helping to strengthen the relationship between independent publishers and indie bookstores.

IBPA members include independent publishers, hybrid publishers, author publishers (a.k.a. self-published authors), university presses, nonprofits, and association presses. We hope you’ll take some time to explore their titles highlighted in these pages. With more than 150 books to choose from, there’s something to surprise, delight, and educate everyone.

With respect and appreciation for all you do,

Andrea Fleck-Nisbet
Chief Executive Officer, Independent Book Publishers Association
andrea@ibpa-online.org

Over $6,000 Raised to Accelerate Literacy Through Access to Local Language Books

The Independent Book Publishers Association (IBPA) is a not-for-profit membership organization serving and leading the independent publishing community through advocacy, education, and tools for success. Founded in 1983, IBPA has over 4,000 members and is the largest publishing trade association in the U.S.

For questions or more information, contact IBPA or visit us online.
1020 Manhattan Beach Blvd., Suite 204, Manhattan Beach, CA 90266
310.546.1818 | info@ibpa-online.org | ibpa-online.org
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In *The Purposeful Growth Revolution*, Mears shares a wealth of personal experiences as a C-Suite executive, relevant examples of best practices, and insights from scientific research and subject matter experts to unveil his revolutionary 4 Leaf Growth model.

*The Purposeful Growth Revolution* is on! Are you in?

**Business & Career**

9781636182121 | $24.99 | Paperback

**HOW TO ORDER**

BCH

---

As a college professor, I have seen what reading failure looks like. No parent expects their child to fail. But 1 in every 5 college freshmen has to take a remedial reading class. Don’t let that be your child’s story. Here’s how to succeed in reading from day 1.

“Ideal for parents seeking to develop within their children a fundamental and comprehensive understanding of reading, makes a highly serious and persuasive case…. shows how to discover the fun of learning to read, while building a solid foundation of comprehension…. TAKEAWAY: An inviting corrective on how to teach fundamental reading skills, for parents.”

—BookLife/Publishers Weekly

**Parenting & Family**

9798987086117 | $19.99 | Paperback

9798987086100 | $8.49 | Ebook

**HOW TO ORDER**

Ingram Wholesale

Education & Parenting Matters
difficulttoread.com

Claire N. Rubman, PhD

Claire N. Rubman, PhD is a cognitive, developmental psychologist, who explains, "I’ve taught in the classroom for over 30 years and I’ve raised three of my own children! I’ve seen the struggle first hand.”

---

Mark A. Mears

Mark A. Mears is a #1 Best Selling author, keynote speaker, and business consultant—inspiring individuals, teams, and organizations to find purpose in fulfilling their true growth potential. For more information, please visit MarkAMears.com.
**MYSTERY & THRILLER TITLE BY NIK XANDIR WOLF FROM KELP BOOKS**

From Pushcart-nominated author, Nik Xandir Wolf, comes a #1 best-selling debut noir thriller.

A young couple accidentally kills a crooked cop and goes on the run in *Shadow Valley*, a new release that Kirkus Reviews calls, “Consistently fast-paced and entertaining.”

“*Shadow Valley* is one of the best rides I’ve taken in a long while. Fast, smart, and mesmerizing—this both introduces and establishes Wolf as a powerful new voice.”

—Rob Roberge, Author of *Liar*, and *Cost of Living*

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9781734192384</td>
<td>$29.00</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9781734192391</td>
<td>$11.39</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9781737322870</td>
<td>$29.00</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9789859646238</td>
<td>$19.00</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9781737322887</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
<td>Ebook</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fiction: Mystery & Thriller**

**W. Nikola-Lisa**

The author of over thirty titles, W. Nikola-Lisa created Gyroscope Books over a decade ago with the aim of providing “beautiful books for curious people.”

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9781734192384</td>
<td>$18.99</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9781734192391</td>
<td>$11.39</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9781734192384</td>
<td>$18.99</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9781734192391</td>
<td>$11.39</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9781734192384</td>
<td>$18.99</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9781734192391</td>
<td>$11.39</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Young Reader: Fiction**

**Nik Xandir Wolf**

Nik Xandir Wolf is published in various magazines and journals. He received his MFA from UC Riverside—Palm Desert. He also attended Stanford’s OWC program in Novel Writing. He lives in Carmel, CA and surfs regularly.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9781737322870</td>
<td>$29.00</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9789859646238</td>
<td>$19.00</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9781737322887</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
<td>Ebook</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Gyroscope Books**

nikolabooks.com
FEATURED TITLES BY CHRISTOPHER LOCKE FROM
FATHOMING PRESS

PERSIMMON TAKES ON HUMANITY
A group of forest critters, led by the clever and kindhearted raccoon Persimmon, find out how humans are mistreating other animals (in circuses, fur farms, and more), so they go on an epic adventure to save other animals from humans.

“A great and well-written story about the world-changing power of compassion and how each of us can make a difference!” — Claire Howe, Humane Education Advocates Reaching Teachers

Teen: Fiction
9780990419709 | $14.95 | Paperback
9780990419747 | $2.99 | Ebook

VINCENT AND THE DISSIDENTS
Vincent the mink assembles his army of animals to rescue abused critters. Humans be warned! Reviewers rave: a “gripping story” with “delightful characters.”

Teen: Fiction
9780990419723 | $14.95 | Paperback
9780990419754 | $3.99 | Ebook

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale

Christopher Locke
Christopher Locke enjoyed a fruitful career in the television industry for more than a decade before pursuing his passion project, “The Enlightenment Adventures.”

FEATURED TITLES BY C. CLAIRE LUCKA FROM
THE HOUSE OF LUCKA

A THORN IN MY ROSE GARDEN
A Women’s Journal Living with Parkinson’s
The book covers the first ten years living with Parkinson’s. The author opens up about the challenges, denial, fear, and finally acceptance. In the search for a new her outside of Parkinson’s, she discovers a woman within who finds the strength to continue a full life.

Autobiography & Memoir
978173447057 | $15.00 | Paperback
978218086350 | $7.99 | Ebook

FINDING LOVE AGAIN
The Next Generation of Women of Saint Germain
Jacqueline owns a successful business in Southern California where she lives. After the loss of her mother, Jacqueline feels the need to return to her country of birth and reconnect with her French heritage. While there she discovers the true romance of love again.

Fiction: Romance
978173447064 | $14.99 | Paperback
978218124625 | $4.99 | Ebook

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale

C. Claire Lucka
C. Claire Lucka was a corporate paralegal before being diagnosed with early onset Parkinson’s. Her philosophy of “Live it, Write it, Share it” and her love of life are her source of writing inspiration.
FEATURED BOOKS PRESENTED BY BLACK CHÂTEAU

SNOODLES IN SPACE
A Snoodle, The Zoodle Kidoodles, and One Happy Schmoodle
Steven Joseph
Illustrated by Andy Case
Herbie Snoodleman and his arch nemesis, Sour Croodleman, unite to save the planet from losing all its noodles in this Wackadoodle Outer Space tale.

Children’s Picture Book: Fiction
9798987611708 | $21.99 | Hardcover
9798987611722 | $11.99 | Paperback
9798987611715 | $4.99 | Ebook
PUBLISHER: Enigami Publishing | enigamipublishing.com

SOMETHING MAJOR
The New Playbook for Women at Work
Randi Braun
“…For women who are looking to channel their inner badass, crack the leadership code and soar.” —Jen Mormile, Chief Business Officer of Condé Nast

Women in Business
9798885043373 | $34.99 | Hardcover
9798885043380 | $9.99 | Ebook
PUBLISHER: New Degree Press | newdegreepress.com

ESCAPING THE DASHIA
A Paraxous Star Cluster Novel
Rebecca Inch-Partridge
Twyla is kidnapped by her own mother and expected to take her rightful place in the family business — among a criminal organization of genetically-engineered telepaths.

Young Adult Science Fantasy
9781685131456 | $22.95 | Paperback
PUBLISHER: Black Rose Writing | blackrosewriting.com

AWARD-WINNING FICTION BY S.G. BLAISE FROM LILAC GROVE ENTERTAINMENT

THE LAST LUMENIAN
Thrust into a battle between opposing arch gods, a sassy 19-year-old princess must learn to control her magic and defeat the dark god before he finds her.
“A terrifically entertaining, complex, and original fantasy.” —Kirkus Reviews
Fiction: Science Fiction & Fantasy
9781734760507 | $17.99 | Paperback
9781734760569 | $9.99 | Ebook

TRUE TERYN
To recruit the most dangerous army in the Seven Galaxies, a sassy 19-year-old princess must earn the blessing of the guardian goddess uncovering the secret meaning of a True Teryn.
“An exciting read with a complex heroine with a layered and complex story that takes her from princess to rebel to hero through a journey that consists of magic, gods, war, rebellion, betrayal, and romance.” —Seattle Book Review
Fiction: Science Fiction & Fantasy
9781734760545 | $17.99 | Paperback
9781734760521 | $9.99 | Ebook

PROUD PADA
Lilla is on her next mission as Sybil, and she must uncover who is behind a dark conspiracy before it’s too late. Unfortunately, her success depends on the Proud Pada.
“Fast-moving science fiction fantasy, which is suitable for young adults as well as adults, that offers a valuable perspective on political repression and economic inequality.” —IndieReader
Fiction: Science Fiction & Fantasy
9781734760576 | $17.99 | Paperback
9781734760583 | $9.99 | Ebook

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale

Lilac Grove Entertainment
sgblaise.com
FEATURED TITLES FROM
NORTH STAR PRESS

THE CANYON WREN
Stories of My Horses Vol. III
Martín Prechtel
“Martín Prechtel offers stories that are precious and life-sustaining. Read carefully and listen deeply.”—Mary Oliver
“Martín is a short kind of pony that gallops through the fields of human possibility with flowers dropping out of his mouth.”—Robert Bly
Nature & Environment
9781682011294 | $24.00 | Hardcover
9781682011317 | $11.99 | Ebook

THE KONTUM MADONNA
J. Vincent Hansen
“Thoroughly engrossing—at times, of course, horrific, but at other times, almost uplifting. These verses come from that raw open wound in the chest, beneath which beats the ever-broken heart of a Vietnam vet.”—Tim O’Brien
Poetry
9781682011218 | $15.00 | Paperback

SHERMAN’S WOODTICKS
The Eighth Minnesota Volunteer Infantry During the Civil War
Paul Hodnefield
During the last year of the Civil War, the Eighth Minnesota Volunteer Infantry Regiment traveled more miles and served under more extreme conditions than any other unit in the Union Army. This is the story, from the soldier’s perspective, of a pivotal moment in history.
History
9781682011379 | $24.00 | Paperback
9781682011386 | $11.99 | Ebook

FEATURED CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOKS FROM
OPRELLE PUBLICATIONS

THE GREAT ANIMAL RACE
Paula Zhou
Illustrated by Jenna Croftcheck
A lively and teachable version of the Chinese Zodiac Tale—both splishy-splashy and gorgeous!
“Thank you for making this tale more FUN! A great teacher’s tool.”—Brooke Suddeth
Children’s Picture Book: Fiction | Multicultural
9798985748338 | $11.99 | Paperback

EVAN PENGUIN SKI
The Worst Wisher Ever
Andi Anders
Illustrated by Emily Hercock
“A hilarious, lyrical picture book about a little penguin with a big wishing problem. You don’t want to miss the surprise-twist ending [penguin promise]! Guaranteed giggles and grins!”—Dr. Karen Croftcheck
Children’s Picture Book: Fiction | Animal & Pet
9781735733173 | $17.99 | Hardcover

LLAMA LOCOMOTION
Deborah Sharp Molchan, PhD
Illustrated by Emily Hercock
Written by a popular psychiatrist who teaches children the mind/body connection. Bright and lively llamas help anxious and bored kids to discover the healing power of movement.
Children’s Picture Book: Fiction | Psychology
9798985748345 | $21.99 | Hardcover

HOW TO ORDER
North Star Press
northstarpres.com

Oprelle Publications
oprelle.com

HOW TO ORDER
Follett
Midpoint Trade Books
Ingram Wholesale

Ingram Wholesale
FEATURED TITLES BY BEN R. TEETER FROM

WISE WORD WIND PRESS

RISE EYES WISE
Simple Words That Invite Illumination
“A wonderful collection of meditations in the style of Kabir, Rumi and Tagore.” —Timothy T. Goltz, M.D.

“Treasure. Each page reveals a door to feel the precious stillness and wonder of being alive.” —Holly Riley, best-selling author of Allowing

Body, Mind & Spirit
9781936548599 | $24.95 | Hardcover
9781936548575 | $14.95 | Paperback
9781936548485 | $4.99 | Ebook

PRAYER SAVER SONG
A Journey of Ecstatic Prayer and Contemplation
Singing words to inspire you in the exploration of the Divine.

Body, Mind & Spirit
9781734989168 | $24.95 | Hardcover
9781734989182 | $14.95 | Paperback
9781734989151 | $4.99 | Ebook

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Wise Word Wind Press
wisewordwind.com

4 HORSEMAN PUBLICATIONS

THE BENCH
The Dadirri Saga
Ty Carlson
Fiction: Science Fiction & Fantasy
9781644504185 | $36.99 | Hardcover
9781644504178 | $18.99 | Paperback
9781644504161 | $6.99 | Ebook

Upon receiving a strange invitation in the mail, Evan Reader is suddenly faced with a choice: either continue living his drab existence or risk the hope of change.

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF CHARACTER BUILDING FOR AUTHORS
The Author Psychology Series
Letitia Washington
Author Resources
9781644506837 | $42.99 | Hardcover
9781644506820 | $32.99 | Paperback
9781644506813 | $9.99 | Ebook

At the core of developing believable characters is the understanding that they are real people (or other types of beings) with deep thoughts, complex emotions, and unique personalities.

THE DEVIL’S TRILL
Haunted Requiems
Lyra R. Saenz
Fiction: Paranormal Romance
978823200257 | $14.99 | Paperback
978823200240 | $5.99 | Ebook

I saw my death coming.
It was staring me in the face through the eyes of another witch, but I was wrong. It’s an easy mistake to make, that your enemies would be the cause.

ALL OR NOTHING
Seattle Whalers Hockey Romance
Emily Bunney
Fiction: Sports Romance
9781644501733 | $18.99 | Paperback
9781644501726 | $6.99 | Ebook

Will Mila and Matt give each other All or Nothing?
Little do I know that my biggest distraction is about to show up and throw both our fresh starts into a tailspin.
A steamy romance with the heat of hockey player action on the ice and in the sheets.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services
4 Horsemen Publications
4horsemenpublications.com

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
### AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION

#### SOMETHING HAPPENED TO OUR PLANET

*Kids Tackle the Climate Crisis*

Marianne Celano, PhD, ABPP, and Marietta Collins, PhD

Illustrated by Bhagya Madanasinge

*Children’s Picture Book: Fiction*  
9781433840722 | $19.99 | Hardcover  
9781433840739 | $19.99 | Ebook

**Written to help parents to begin conversations with their children about a challenging and important topic, *Something Happened to Our Planet* describes the narrator’s efforts to help the planet, with her friends, by advocating for re-usable plates at her school.**

#### HOW TO HANDLE STRESS FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL SUCCESS

*Kid Confident Book 3*

Silvi Guerra, PsyD

Illustrated by DeAndra Hodge

*Young Reader: Nonfiction*  
9781433838163 | $16.99 | Hardcover  
9781433838170 | $16.99 | Ebook

**Strategies and methods to coach yourself through anything middle school throws your way, so stress and worry don’t get in the way of the things that matter the most to you and being the confident kid you are.**

#### BEING THE CHANGE

*A Guide for Advocates and Activists on Staying Healthy, Inspired, and Driven*

Dara G. Friedman-Wheeler, PhD and Jamie S. Bodenlos, PhD

*Self Help*  
9781433838002 | $17.99 | Paperback  
9781433838019 | $17.99 | Ebook

**Written for activists who work in organizations with social missions, and those who are involved in social change outside of their jobs. This book is a practical guide that helps readers maintain and enhance their ability to be effective agents of change.**

#### STUDY LIKE A CHAMP

*The Psychology-Based Guide to “Grade A” Study Habits*

Regan A. R. Gurung, PhD, and John Dunlosky, PhD

*Education*  
9781433840173 | $22.99 | Paperback  
9781433840180 | $22.99 | Ebook

**This student-friendly book debunks major myths about studying and provides practical tips for studying smarter, not harder. It outlines clear steps students can use throughout their high school and college careers.**

### BELLWOOD PRESS

#### FEATURED TITLES FROM *THE CHANGE MAKER SERIES* FROM BELLWOOD PRESS

#### WARRIOR GRANDMA

*The Story of Patricia Locke*

Dr. Littlebrave Beaston

Illustrated by Luthando Mazibuko

*Young Reader: Nonfiction*  
9781618512130 | $9.95 | Paperback

**A staunch advocate for the rights of Indigenous people while bridging two cultures. Part of the *Change Maker* series geared to middle grade readers.**

#### RICHARD ST. BARBE BAKER

*Child of the Trees*

Paul Hanley

Illustrated by Elizabeth Konn

*Young Reader: Nonfiction*  
9781618511638 | $9.95 | Paperback

**Called “the world’s greatest conservationist” and a pioneer in protecting the world’s forests. Part of the *Change Maker* series geared to middle grade readers.**

#### JOHN BIRKS “DIZZY” GILLESPIE

*A Man, a Trumpet, and a Journey to Bebop*

Susan Engle

Illustrated by Luthando Mazibuko

*Young Reader: Nonfiction*  
9781618511539 | $9.95 | Paperback

**A jazz musician who pioneered a new style of jazz music, known as bebop. Part of the *Change Maker* series geared to middle grade readers.**

#### HAZEL SCOTT

*A Woman, a Piano and a Commitment to Justice*

Susan Engle

Illustrated by Luthando Mazibuko

*Young Reader: Nonfiction*  
9781618511942 | $9.95 | Paperback

**Hazel Scott was a champion for civil and women’s rights. Part of the *Change Maker* series geared to middle grade readers.**

---

**American Psychological Association**  
apa.org/pubs

**HOW TO ORDER**  
Ingram Wholesale

**HOW TO ORDER**  
IPG

---

**Bellwood Press**  
bellwoodpress.com
During the sleep time ritual, children will learn that no matter where they are on the planet, Nature is right there.

Journey to a rainbow’s end and see what fantastical adventures await. This book challenges the very idea of rain boots!

Dash of romance, suspense, and a whole lot of fun await readers in the first book of the genre-blending Rocky Mountain Romances series.

Did someone say, “dance like no one is watching”? That’s the only way Tyler can dance in this fun and feisty second book of the series.

The Ghost in Her explores themes of class disparity and feminism against the backdrop of New York’s Bowery in the late 1800s.

Lady Lydia Clifton flees a forced marriage disguised as the mistress to the Romany King. What happens when she meets up with the real King?

Children learn they are in charge of safeguarding their physical and emotional space, and that strength and courage prevail in the face of uncomfortable matters.

With the help of the Animal Kingdom, a discovery is made, and a joyful celebration results. Nature does not disappoint.
Visually appealing, *The Word Collector* captivates a child’s interest as it blends learning and storytelling, a great complement to language arts lessons. Well-written, beautifully illustrated, the story entertains as it clarifies parts of speech. A brilliant concept!

**The Word Collector**
Evelyn Dunbar-Webb
Illustrated by Matt Tyree
Education
Language Arts

9780998669830 | $27.99 | Hardcover
9780998669816 | $15.99 | Paperback
9780998669809 | $4.99 | Ebook

**The Invisible Realm**
A-maze-ing Adventures Book One
Evelyn Dunbar-Webb
Illustrated by Matt Tyree and Evelyn Dunbar-Webb
Young Reader: Fiction

9780998669861 | $35.99 | Hardcover
9780998669878 | $24.99 | Paperback
9780998669892 | $7.99 | Ebook

A fantastical, magical, and adventurous page-turner, intertwining teamwork and conflict resolution... A reminder of *The Wizard of Oz* and *Alice in Wonderland*. For kids who love imaginative worlds with challenges to conquer.

**Aresti: Planet of the Red God Volume I**
Evelyn Dunbar-Webb
Illustrated by Jodie Walton and Evelyn Dunbar-Webb
Teen Fiction: Science Fiction & Fantasy

9780999383414 | $42.99 | Hardcover
9780999383421 | $28.99 | Paperback
9780999383445 | $8.99 | Ebook

Sixteen-year-old Blaas Rakendo must join forces, willingly or not, with a special team to safeguard cryptic artifacts and unravel the long-buried scandal they represent. A must-read for readers who love intrigue and danger.

**The Prodigal Angel**
Evelyn Dunbar-Webb
Fiction: Christian
Children’s Book

9780999938346 | $17.99 | Paperback
9780999938348 | $5.99 | Ebook

Guardian Angel-to-be Rachel wants more than anything to prove she is ready to help people. The only thing she thinks to do is run away to Earth. But soon after she arrives, she discovers being a Guardian Angel is much harder than she thought.

**Composition**
Junious Ward
Poetry
Autobiography & Memoir

9781638340478 | $21.00 | Paperback

In his debut full-length collection, Charlotte, NC Poet Laureate Junious ‘Jay’ Ward dives deep into the formation of self. *Composition* interrogates the historical perceptions of Blackness and biracial identity as documented through a Southern Lens.

**Ephemera**
Sierra DeMulder
Poetry
LGBTQ

In these sometimes-brutal, always-beautiful poems, DeMulder brings to life a complicated truth: that what is most ephemeral, most fleeting, is ultimately all that lasts—in memory, in dream, in verse, in the rituals of love and family that we pass on.

**Poetry by Chance: An Anthology of Poems Powered by Metaphor Dice**
Edited by Taylor Mali
Poetry
Education

In this anthology there is no singular poetic style or voice, but rather a collection of unique voices and perspectives for each roll.

**How to Order**
Ingram Wholesale

Bumblemeyer Publications
bumblemeyer.com
SELECT FICTION TITLES FROM CAMCAT BOOKS

KARMA OF THE SUN
Brandon Ying Kit Boey
Fiction: Science Fiction & Fantasy
9780744307603 | $25.99 | Hardcover
9780744307634 | $6.99 | Ebook
9780744307627 | $19.99 | Large-Print Paperback

"Fans of a post-apocalyptic world that is not a crushingly dystopian one should check this one out." — Booklist, Starred Review

CLAW HEART MOUNTAIN
David Oppegaard
Fiction: Horror
9780744307504 | $25.99 | Hardcover
9780744307535 | $4.99 | Ebook
9780744307528 | $19.99 | Large-Print Paperback

"Oppegaard ... keeps the action moving at the speed of an action thriller or a slasher movie, giving the novel a frenetic pace." — Library Journal

THE IMMORTAL DETECTIVE
D. B. Woodling
Fiction: Science Fiction & Fantasy
9780744308013 | $26.99 | Hardcover
9780744308068 | $4.99 | Ebook
9780744308037 | $19.99 | Large-Print Paperback

"... impressive vampiric worldbuilding [with] a fascinating cast." — Publishers Weekly

THE MURDER OF MADISON GARCIA
Marcy McCreary
Fiction: Mystery & Thriller
9780744308303 | $26.99 | Hardcover
9780744308426 | $4.99 | Ebook
9780744308419 | $19.99 | Large-Print Paperback

Detective Susan Ford and her father team up to solve the brutal murder of a woman and uncover sordid family secrets from the woman’s past.

THE DOLLMAKER
Morgan Shamy
Fiction: Mystery & Thriller
9780744308624 | $25.99 | Hardcover
9780744308709 | $4.99 | Ebook
9780744308686 | $19.99 | Large-Print Paperback

When a serial killer targets beautiful women, creating “art” from the bodies he leaves behind, it’s up to Dawn to find the murderer.

THE WAYWARD TARGET
Susan Ouellette
Fiction: Mystery & Thriller
9780744308723 | $26.99 | Hardcover
9780744308761 | $4.99 | Ebook
9780744308754 | $19.99 | Large-Print Paperback
9780744308778 | $19.95 | Audiobook

When a price is placed on her head, Maggie must face the terroristic mastermind to save her lover’s life without betraying her most loyal friend.

LEWIS SINCLAIR AND THE GENTLEMEN COWBOYS
D. M. S. Pick
Fiction: Mystery & Thriller
9780744308815 | $26.99 | Hardcover
9780744308877 | $4.99 | Ebook
9780744308839 | $19.99 | Large-Print Paperback
9780744308891 | $19.95 | Audiobook

"This country music mystery hits all the right notes. Readers will hope to hear more from the cowboy crooner and his band." — Publishers Weekly

HOW TO ORDER
IPG
Ingram Wholesale
CamCat Books
camcatpub.com/IBPA_Spring2023_Catalog

CamCat Books
camcatpub.com/IBPA_Spring2023_Catalog

INGRAM WHOLESALE
THE FOOL CARD
Book 1 in a series of 6
“This series—well-written, fast, fun, and laced with a soupçon of the occult—is easy to recommend.” —Eric Whittington, Owner, Bird & Beckett Books
Fiction: Mystery & Thriller
9780996942508 | $14.95 | Paperback
Also available as an Ebook

THE MAGICIAN CARD
Book 2 in a series of 6
“The plot gallops along, the tension is well controlled, the technical aspects are seamless and enjoyable. This author can really write.” —Annie B.
Fiction: Mystery & Thriller
9780996942515 | $14.95 | Paperback
Also available as an Ebook

THE HIGH PRIESTESS CARD
Book 3 in a series of 6
“This is such a fun and fabulous series! The mysteries continue to engage and surprise me—I can’t wait to read the next!” —Jill Franklemont
Fiction: Mystery & Thriller
9780996942539 | $14.95 | Paperback
Also available as an Ebook

THE EMPRESS CARD
Book 4 in a series of 6
“The grim subject of murder has never been funnier, faster, or more refreshing than in The Tarot Mysteries. Ms. Atkinson is a wonderful new voice.” —Duane Unkefer, Basic Fiction
Fiction: Mystery & Thriller
9780996942553 | $14.95 | Paperback
Also available as an Ebook

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
FEATUERED TITLES BY NANCY LYNNE HARRIS, MA FROM GODSPIRITS UNITED

COMI
How to Consciously Overcome Mental Illness
COMI explains what causes mental illness and how to overcome it with Love for Your-Self. It is a spiritual illness (which is why medicine does not heal it). Your mental space is being invaded by hungry creatures from inner mental space because of your own self-hatred.

9780998560373 | $13.99 | Hardcover
9780998560359 | $8.99 | Paperback
9780998560366 | $3.99 | Ebook

HEAL YOURSELF OF ANYTHING
Example Glaucoma
Heal Yourself of Anything explains how to release the pressure that is causing glaucoma, where your eyeballs enlarge, which can cause blindness. The author healed her son by identifying the source of the pressure and changing how she dealt with it. Take control.

9798985129250 | $13.99 | Hardcover
9798985129243 | $7.99 | Paperback
9798985129267 | $3.99 | Ebook

MENTAL ILLNESS HEAL YOURSELF
To recover from mental illness, you must change the way you habitually mistreat your-Self in the silence of your self-talk. As you practice loving rather than hating your-Self, your mind becomes peaceful and invading intruders are forced to leave your mental space.

9798985129250 | $13.99 | Hardcover
9798985129243 | $7.99 | Paperback
9798985129267 | $3.99 | Ebook

MIRACLES MASTER THE ART
Healing Medically Incurable Illness
The power of our thoughts and their impact on our body is analyzed in this enlightening guide that provides a step-by-step solution to transforming your mental and physical health. Storyline is presented with new concepts and ideas that have hardly been explored by others.

9798985129281 | $15.99 | Hardcover
9798985129274 | $9.99 | Paperback
9789985129298 | $3.99 | Ebook

FEATURED CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOK TITLES FROM GNOmE ROAD PUBLISHING

FINLEY
A Moose on the Caboose
Candace Spizzirri
Illustrated by Chantelle and Burgen Thorne
Children’s Picture Book: Fiction
9781957655031 | $18.99 | Hardcover

Finley longs for adventure, but a moose (even in disguise) isn’t allowed on trains. A turn of events could help Finley change the rules forever!

9781957655000 | $18.99 | Hardcover

NUDI GILL
Poison Powerhouse of the Sea
Bonnie Kelso
Children’s Picture Book: Fiction
9781957655017 | $17.99 | Hardcover

A flashy, feisty nudibranch educates a curious young snorkeler about the fascinating and sometimes fierce lives of these “naked” ocean creatures and their marine environment.

9781957655024 | $18.99 | Hardcover

LOVE WILL TURN YOU AROUND
Mary Munson
Illustrated by Kate Talbot
Children’s Picture Book: Fiction
9781957655000 | $18.99 | Hardcover

When Heart wakes up feeling all wrong, the other shapes try to help make things right again. A little love can turn things around!

9781957655024 | $18.99 | Hardcover

SCIENCE, MATTER AND THE BASEBALL PARK
Catherine Ciocchi
Illustrated by Chantelle and Burgen Thorne
Children’s Picture Book: Nonfiction
9781957655017 | $17.99 | Hardcover

This fast-paced rhyming story takes a look at all the matter that makes up what truly matters at the baseball park and beyond.

9781957655024 | $18.99 | Hardcover

Gnome Road Publishing
gnomeroadpublishing.com

HOW TO ORDER
Baker & Taylor Publisher Services

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Acclaimed wildlife photographer and award-winning author team up in this adorable wildlife exploration. This picture book goes inside the daily lives of mama and baby animals of the US western mountains and prairies. Structured to be accessible to children of all ages.

"The whole world is buzzing about The Rowdy Randy Wild West Show—clap your hands, all four of them, for the legendary horsely that insects-up to become a rodeo entrepreneur!"
—Craig Johnson, author of the Walt Longmire series

"My love for you will never stop. It lives on in your laughter, in your heart, & in your thoughts." Love is Forever gives caregivers and children a beautiful way to begin talking about loss & grief, & how to keep loved ones close in heart & mind through shared memories.

"Love is patient, love is gentle and kind, love celebrates the joys of others." LOVE is inspired by the much-loved and well-known passage from the Bible (1 Corinthians 13:4-8). LOVE wraps little ones up in the embrace of gentle words and sweet illustrations.
SECOND DAD SUMMER
Benjamin Klas
Illustrated by Fian Arroyo
Young Reader: Fiction
9781947159242 | $16.99 | Hardcover
9781947159259 | $9.99 | Paperback
9781947159280 | $6.99 | Ebook
“a timely salute to the evolving picture of a traditional American family. Touching and unforgettable.” — Kirkus Reviews
“...an array of positive role models.” — Booklist Star Review
“Insightful and sensitive...a story about the meaning of family.” — Foreword Reviews

EVERYTHING TOGETHER
A Second Dad Wedding
Benjamin Klas
Illustrated by Fian Arroyo
Young Reader: Fiction
9781947159668 | $6.99 | Ebook
Eager to get away from planning his dad’s wedding to Michael, Jeremiah discovers community in new places with unexpected friends. This 4x-award winner is about exploring your place in the world and all the ways we connect.
“A lovely, intelligent family tale.” — Kirkus Reviews

ROOSEVELT BANKS, GOOD-KID-IN-TRAINING
Laurie Calkhoven
Illustrated by Debbie Palen
Young Reader: Fiction
9781947159198 | $7.99 | Paperback
9781947159228 | $6.99 | Ebook
“Broad humor lightens the load and nuanced friendships enrich the story.” — Kirkus Reviews
“Hooray for Roosevelt Banks and his hilarious misadventures!” — Claudia Mills, author of Nixie Ness, Cooking Star
Awards: Northern Lights and Independent Publishers Bronze

ROOSEVELT BANKS AND THE ATTIC OF DOOM
Laurie Calkhoven
Illustrated by Debbie Palen
Young Reader: Fiction
9781947159754 | $8.99 | Paperback
9781947159730 | $6.99 | Ebook
With a new sister on the way, Roosevelt is expected to move to a bedroom in the attic, which must be haunted. He calls on his friends Tommy, Josh, and Eddie Spaghetti to help him defeat the spookiest ghouls ever and turn his Attic of Doom into a Room with a View.

MARTIN THE MOUSE IN THE WHITE HOUSE
Illustrated by Lisa J. Michaels
Children’s Picture Book: Fiction
9781945518041 | $14.95 | Hardcover
9781945518102 | $14.95 | Hardcover
Mice have always been in the White House, but Martin the Mouse causes more of an uproar. Will Martin be caught by the President, First Kid, or the First Cat?

MARTIN THE MOUSE IN SANTA’S HOUSE
Illustrated by Lisa J. Michaels
Children’s Picture Book: Fiction
9781945518096 | $15.95 | Hardcover
Christmas ribbons unwind as Martin the Mouse scampers through Santa’s House and workshop. Will the reindeer panic? Will Martin be turned into a present? Will Martin escape the North Pole?

MARTIN THE MOUSE IN THE FIRE HOUSE
Illustrated by Lisa J. Michaels
Children’s Picture Book: Fiction
(0-3 Years)
9781945518089 | $14.95 | Hardcover
Get ready for a bell ringing, siren wailing, five alarm emergency as Martin the Mouse interrupts the firehouse’s dedication day. Follow Martin, the firefighters, and the mayor through the firehouse.
FEATUR ED T I TLES FROM
W. BRAND PUBLISHING

HOAX
A Woman’s Journey to Reveal the Indoctrination of the Jehovah’s Witness Cult, Addiction, and Mental Health Diagnoses
Pony Jean Parker
Autobiography & Memoir
9781956906431 | $30.99 | Hardcover
9781956906363 | $16.99 | Paperback
9781956906448 | $6.99 | Ebook

It’s hard escaping indoctrination being raised in a cult, but it’s even harder to find yourself. Follow Pony Jean’s journey through loss, addiction, and mental health diagnoses to become her true self.

A STROKE OF MAGIC
The Dinosaur Woman
Brunella Costagliola
Illustrated by Valerio Mazzoli
Young Reader: Fiction
9781956906455
$16.99 | Hardcover
9781956906462
$10.99 | Paperback
9781956906479
$4.99 | Ebook

With a stroke of magic, Alex, Ella, and Layla jump into a painting and travel back in time to discover the truth about a historical female paleontologist by the name of Mary Anning.

MOUNTAIN REFUGE
Mountain Series—Book One
Johny Weber
Fiction: Historical Romance
9781956906486
$18.99 | Paperback
9781956906493
$6.99 | Ebook

Facing a forced marriage, Sabra enlists a mountain man to take her to the mountains in 1847 to raise horses and hide from her cruel father. Danger lies in the mountains too, as she fights for her freedom and love.

MOUNTAIN GROWN
Mountain Series—Book Two
Johny Weber
Fiction: Historical Romance
9781956906509
$18.99 | Paperback
9781956906516
$6.99 | Ebook

The coming-of-age story of Jake Welles, the son of Sabra Welles and Blue Knife, a Ute warrior. Obstacles outside the ranch are many in 1874, but Jake’s integrity always earns him the respect he deserves.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale

TITLES PRESENTED BY
WRITERS AND PUBLISHERS NETWORK

DESPITE THE BUZZ
Tamara Davis
Fiction
9781736372203
$28.00 | Paperback

Despite the Buzz is a colorful cautionary tale concerning tech’s toll. A new writing teacher tries to raise awareness, but she can’t anticipate what’s coming. Stay tuned for the twist!

YOU WILL NEVER BE NORMAL
Catherine Klatzker
Autobiography & Memoir
9781945233081
$16.00 | Paperback

“A brave, compelling memoir written with honesty and vulnerability. Catherine’s healing journey will contribute to lessening the stigma of DID...”
—Jack Kornfield, PhD, author of A Path with Heart

W. BRAND PUBLISHING
WbrandPublishing
wbrandpub.com

YOU WILL NEVER BE NORMAL
Catherine Klatzker
Autobiography & Memoir
9781945233081
$16.00 | Paperback

“You will never be normal” is a brave, compelling memoir written with honesty and vulnerability. Catherine’s healing journey will contribute to lessening the stigma of DID. —Jack Kornfield, PhD, author of A Path with Heart

DANCE OF DECEPTION
Kim Simons
Fiction: Mystery & Thriller
9780578972701
$15.95 | Paperback

Kira Michaels is an FBI profiler turned rogue warrior pursuing wealthy criminals who slip away from law enforcement. Dance of Deception is a thrill ride filled with suspense and seduction.

BUSCO—WE ARE ALL JUST MUTTS AFTER ALL!
Robert Kowalski
Children’s Picture Book: Fiction
978987526206
$14.00 | Paperback

Busco is a homeless puppy who feels unnoticed and unloved after a storm damages the shelter where he was left. Join him as he finds love and a new home.

How to order
Ingram Wholesale

Writers and Publishers Network
Writersandpublishersnetwork.com
INDIVIDUAL TITLES FROM IBPA MEMBER PUBLISHERS

ART & PHOTOGRAPHY

SELF PORTRAITS
Reflections of an Artist’s Journey
Lea Fisher
9781737625629
$75.00 | Hardcover

Lea Fisher’s self-portraits represent her mental landscape rather than her physical appearance. Accompanying each painting is a story of Fisher’s life—healing from growing up with abuse and parents who were addicts.

HOW TO ORDER
Small Press United/IPG
dayiiiprod.com

AUTOBIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR

BLUE ON BLUE
Heartache in Wartime
Rose Clayworth
9781958381564
$18.99 | Hardcover
9781958381540
$12.99 | Paperback
9781958381540
$3.99 | Ebook

The onset of Arabian Gulf War 2 in 2003 awakens vivid memories for Rose, an English woman working in New Zealand. She relives Gulf War 1, 1991, as she struggles to find happiness despite news from the ongoing War.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services
Sweetspire Literature Management
sweetspireliterature.com

AUTOBIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR

ON CONSTANCE
Karin Konoval
9781039159846
$27.99 | Hardcover
9781039159839
$13.99 | Paperback
9781039159853
$4.99 | Ebook

“Thank you for the gift of this astonishing memoir. With its remarkable story restraint, it demonstrates profoundly why ‘the word’ is the highest human achievement.” —Rudy Wiebe, Governor General award-winning author

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Post Hypnotic Press (audiobook)
FriesenPress
karinkonoval.com

AUTOBIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR

OUR SONG
A Memoir of Love and Race
Lynda Smith Hoggan
9781647423896
$16.95 | Paperback
9781647423902
$8.99 | Ebook

1972 rural Pennsylvania, a nation in social upheaval: Long distance interracial lovers are pulled apart by racist parents, a jealous friend, and a prior boyfriend. Forty years later, can they have a second chance?

HOW TO ORDER
Publishers Group West/IPS
She Writes Press
shewritespress.com

AUTOBIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR

THE BUTCHER, THE EMBEZZLER, AND THE FALL GUY
A Family Memoir of Scandal and Greed in the Meat Industry
Gretchen Cherington
9781647420833
$17.95 | Paperback
9781647420840
$9.95 | Ebook

"The Butcher, the Embezzler, and the Fall Guy comes to life with a deeply personal exploration of the darkest chapter in the history of Geo. A. Hormel & Company." —Ben Welter, author The History Press

HOW TO ORDER
Publishers Group West
She Writes Press
shewritespress.com

AUTOBIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR

LEAVINGS
Memoir of a 1920s Hollywood Love Child
Megan McClard
9781736231630
$29.99 | Hardcover
9781736231609
$17.99 | Paperback
9781736231616
$12.99 | Ebook

Megan is abandoned as an infant, and passed among a real-life Dickensian cast of characters. Despite the relentless confusion of her journey she triumphs in discovering where she comes from and who she is.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Aristata Press
aristatapress.com

AUTOBIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR

ON CONSTANCE
Karin Konoval
9781039159846
$27.99 | Hardcover
9781039159839
$13.99 | Paperback
9781039159853
$4.99 | Ebook

“Thank you for the gift of this astonishing memoir. With its remarkable story restraint, it demonstrates profoundly why ‘the word’ is the highest human achievement.” —Rudy Wiebe, Governor General award-winning author

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Post Hypnotic Press (audiobook)
FriesenPress
karinkonoval.com

AUTOBIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR

RELENTLESS
Homeless Teen to Achieving the Entrepreneur Dream
Natasha Miller
9798985600233
$24.99 | Hardcover
9798985600209
$19.99 | Paperback
9798985600216
$9.99 | Ebook

Rich with personal anecdotes and nuggets of wisdom, Relentless is a book to go to when you need honest advice from an old friend, a jolt of energy to kick start your life, or simply a reminder that you can do anything!

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Poignant Press
poignantpress.com

AUTOBIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR

TWICE A DAUGHTER
A Search for Identity, Family & Belonging
Julie Ryan McGue
9781647420505
$16.95 | Paperback
9781647420512
$9.95 | Ebook

Julie is adopted. She is also a twin. What begins as a simple desire for medical history evolves into a complicated quest—one that unearthers secrets, lies, and family members that are literally right next door.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services
She Writes Press
shewritespress.com
INDIVIDUAL TITLES FROM IBPA MEMBER PUBLISHERS

AUTOBIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR

WHEELS OF INJUSTICE
Saving My Child from the Child Savers
Susan Louise Gabriel
9781735537078 $17.99 | Hardcover
9781735537092 $12.99 | Paperback
9781735537047 $2.99 | Ebook

“A touching, heartfelt memoir of epic proportions...moving and memorable...by no means a glossy recap of a true event—we see and feel every moment that unfolds, both bad and good.” —Sacha T.Y. Fortuné

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale, Draft2Digital
soulsonshine.com

BODY, MIND, & SPIRIT

THE BOOK OF COMFORTS
Simple, Powerful Ways to Comfort Your Spirit, Body & Soul
Patricia Alexander and Michael Burgos, MFT
Illustrated by Dean Andrews
9780977322909 | $19.95 | Hardcover

“Provides candid insight into various occupations ranging from CEO to Beekeeper. The questions and answers are informative and relevant to anyone entering the workforce or changing their career.”

HOW TO ORDER
New Leaf Distributing Company
Blue Epiphany
bookofcomforts.com

BUSINESS & CAREER

CAREERS BY THE PEOPLE
Candid Career Advice from 101 Experienced Professionals
Mike Wysocki
9781634895743 $24.68 | Paperback
9781634896085 $9.99 | Ebook

“Provides candid insight into various occupations ranging from CEO to Beekeeper. The questions and answers are informative and relevant to anyone entering the workforce or changing their career.”

HOW TO ORDER
Itasca
Wise Ink
careersbythepeople.com

CHILDREN’S EARLY READER: FICTION

THE ADVENTURES OF BLUE OCEAN BOB #4—A SECRET IN THE DEEP
Brooks Olbrys
Illustrated by Kevin Keele
9781736380147 $6.99 | Ebook

“Uncover a secret in the deep with Blue Ocean Bob, Mary and Molly Marine, and the wise sea creatures as they save some new friends in the Sea of Kerchoo. A series that is sure to prevail.” —Foreword Reviews

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale, Greenleaf Book Group
Children’s Success Unlimited
blueoceanbob.com

CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOK: FICTION

BLUE OCEAN BOB DISCOVERS HIS PURPOSE
Brooks Olbrys
Illustrated by Kevin Keele
9781736380109 $14.95 | Hardcover
9781736380123 $14.95 | Spanish Hardcover
(Also available as an Ebook in English and Spanish)

“With help from some wise sea creatures, a courageous island boy discovers his passion to protect all life in the sea. “Wisdom indeed will be found that will last your child a lifetime.” —Midwest Book Reviews

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale, Greenleaf Book Group
Children’s Success Unlimited
blueoceanbob.com
CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOK: FICTION

THE ADVENTURES OF VEGGIEMAN
Karla Farach
Illustrated by Rob Foote
9781645433569 | $15.95 Hardcover
Spanish Hardcover
(Available as an Ebook in English and Spanish)

An epic battle between the forces of good and evil. Good nourishing food and evil Junk food, that is. Things are looking chaotic until Niko gets help from Veggieman, a super-cool superhero that fights junk food along with his awesome army.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services
Follett
American West

GOOSE
Plus Audio CD
Laura Wall
9781782701880 | $12.25 Paperback

When Sophie meets Goose on a trip to the park, they soon become inseparable. Goose is the first title in an enchanting series of stories about an unusual and heartwarming friendship.

HOW TO ORDER
Brodart
Parkwest Publications
parkwestpubs.com

RIDING IN A CAR, NOT IN A KANGAROO!
A Musical Story
Elaine Serling
Illustrated by Kathleen Spellman and Tim Spellman
9780977455232 | $19.95 Hardcover

Come along on fun-filled daycations with friends, family and a kangaroo? A musical story to make you smile! Use the QR code inside the book to download the song. Read, listen and sing along! The music is the magic!

HOW TO ORDER
Danza Publications
elaineserling.com

CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOK: FICTION

GROWING UP IS HARD TO DO, PART 1
A Grumpy the Iguana and Green Parrot Adventure
Susan Marie Chapman
Illustrated by Natalia Loseva
9781736805657 | $21.99 Hardcover

Baby the manatee will be two years old soon but she is not happy because turning two means that her mom will be leaving her to go back to the herd and start the circle of life all over again leaving Baby all alone.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
The Gourmet Dog
susanmariechapman.com

THE HOUSE THAT SHE BUILT
Mollie Elkman
Illustrated by Georgia Castellano
978-0867187854 | $17.95 Hardcover
978-0867187861 | $12.99 Ebook

With illustrations that connect and empower, young readers are inspired by learning about the people and skills that go into building a home. Dream It. Be It. Build It.

HOW TO ORDER
IPG, Ingram Wholesale
NAHB BuilderBooks
sh ebuiltbook.com

WHEN WE STAYED HOME
Judith Proffer and Tara Fass LMFT
Illustrated by Yoko Matsuoka
9781957317076 | $16.99 Hardcover

When We Stayed Home is the upbeat story of what one young kiddo did during the hardest part of the Covid-19 pandemic—they stayed home and became a “super-helper!”

HOW TO ORDER
IPG, Follett, Ingram Wholesale
Huqua Press
ipgbook.com

SQUISHY SAND
Book 1
Leigh’s Wheelie Adventures
Charlene McVier
Illustrated by Caroline Keys
9780648417835 | $7.81 Hardcover

Moonbeams Bronze Medal winner
Leigh and his friends find hilarious ways to move a heavy wheelchair across the sand.

“Engaging and educational” — Readers’ Favorite, 5-stars

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services
Charlene McVier
charlenemcvierauthor.com

CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOK: NONFICTION

EZER THE BAGEL
The Rescue
Marisa Nicely
9789896909103 | $21.99 Hardcover
9789896909127 | $19.99 Paperback

(Also available as an Ebook)
The first book of a fun-loving series. It tells the heartwarming story of Ezer’s adoption with a message that helps children understand their personal value.

HOW TO ORDER
Nicely Publishing
ezerthebagel.com
CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOK: NONFICTION

LETTUCE GET IN TROUBLE
Sara Little Trouble
Linda Kuo
Illustrated by Mariana Rio
978-1737209805 $19.95 Hardcover

Inspired by the influential designer, Sara Little, who helps children learn the basics of design by observing the world around them, asking questions, and developing a plan that creates new things.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services
Center for Design Books
sarallittletroublemaker.com

CRAFT & HOBBY

KNITTING AS A SPIRITUAL PATH
Exploring a Wiser, Kinder, More Meaningful Life, One Stitch at a Time
Susan H. Swetnam
9780879467043 $19.95 Paperback

“Knitters who pursue their craft with love feel a connection to others. Knitting as a Spiritual Path adds valuable depth to this experience.” —Jarine Bajus, author, The Joy of Color: Fair Isle Knitting Your Way

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
ACTA Publications
actapublications.com

FICTION

INDIGO FIELD
Marjorie Hudson
9781646403326 $22.95 Hardcover
9781646403323 $9.99 Ebook

Three decades of violent secrets are buried in Indigo Field. A feud between a white retired army colonel and an elderly Black woman will unleash the field’s mysteries and bring a day of reckoning.

HOW TO ORDER
IPG, Follett, Ingram Wholesale
Regal House Publishing
regalhousepublishing.com

SORAYA
Taraneh Saba
9781638854197 $17.99 Paperback
9781638854203 $9.99 Ebook

Author was the prosecutor in the case of a 13 year old runaway who was forced into prostitution by a human trafficker who physically abused her and when she left he shot her five times. Book describes the trial and beyond.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale, Spring Arbor
Covenant Books
covenantbooks.com

VELVET
Heather Strommen
9789895024296 $27.99 Hardcover
9789896522012 $16.99 Paperback
9789896522029 $9.99 Ebook

"Velvet is the story you might get if The Secret Life of Bees coaxed up with Where the Crawdads Sing. Gorgeous writing and a gripping story you could stay up all night reading." —Jen Louden

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Publish Her Press

WHEN THE CENTER HELD TRUE
Corley Dennison
9789898688820 $15.95 Paperback

When the Center Held True dives head first into the maelstrom of racial challenges when a high school goes through mandated integration in Virginia, late 1960s.

"Timely, vivid, well told." —Charleston WV Gazette-Mail

HOW TO ORDER
Itasca
Plum Orchard Press
authorcorleydennison.com

THE WRITER'S STORY
Cory J. Schulman
9780996234474 $13.95 Hardcover
9780996234498 $2.99 Ebook

"The Writer’s Story is a plot-twisting novel that involves a robbery, a sniper, loss of life, arrests, a multitude of suspects among mental patients, and an uprising. "bursts with action...” —Foreword Clarion Review

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Best Seller Publications
bestsellerpublications.com

HEAVEN & EARTH
Joshua Senter
9781737585626 $34.00 Hardcover
9781737585633 $12.99 Ebook

A Midwestern saga about love, faith, and hope. “it’s brilliant! An epic piece of writing.” —Nicola Moriarty, author The Fifth Letter

“Heaven & Earth is outstanding... Highly recommended.” —Midwest Book Review

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Roubidoux Press
roubidouxpress.com
"An adventurous, passionate historical novel about an eco-friendly balance between humans and nature." — Kirkus Reviews
"This book is a text for our times" — Reader Views
"A spirited discourse..." — US Review of Books

**COMING FULL CIRCLE**
A Sweeping Saga of Conservation Stewardship Across America
Budd Titlow and Mariah Tinger
9781800745681 $21.99 | Paperback

"An earnest and poignant bildungsroman..." — Kirkus Reviews
"...post Civil War America brought to life..." — Jeannine C., NetGalley
"An enthralling novel...absolutely brilliant." — Mary’s Bookcase, NetGalley

**ELLIS RIVER**
Nicki Ehrlich
9789869597408 $15.99 | Paperback
9789869597415 $4.99 | Ebook

**FICTION: HISTORICAL**

Semi-finalist for Publishers Weekly BookLife Prize!

**MADAME POMMERY**
A Champagne Widows Novel
Rebecca Rosenberg
9781732969940 $18.00 | Paperback
9781732969957 $9.99 | Ebook

France, 1860. With the surprise of a newborn at forty years old, Madame Pommery is suddenly widowed and must support her family. With no experience, she invents brut champagne and builds a spectacular castle winery.

**FICTION: LITERARY**

Two rebels defy boundaries and dare to reinvent themselves in a world forever changed by war.

**LISTEN**
Sheldon Russell
9781947976375 $28.00 | Hardcover
9781947976504 $16.00 | Paperback
9781947976382 $6.99 | Ebook

During the Great Depression, Liam takes a low-paying job with the Federal Writers’ Project. But as he interviews residents of a Dust Bowl Oklahoma town, Liam’s probing questions steer him into danger.

**THE BOOKSELLER**
And Other Stories
Peter Briscoe
9780963489883 $9.95 | Paperback
9780963489876 $8.95 | Ebook

A literary mystery beginning with a theft of rare books in a distant Ecuadorian library explores what will become of the world’s libraries as we hurtle towards an increasingly digital future.

**FALSE NEUTRAL**
A Novel
Joshua S. Narins
978986427003 $14.99 | Paperback
978986427027 $9.99 | Ebook

One chose to live a lie... One chose to live alone... One chance to finally make sense of it all. A unique New England narrative of choices made and not made, and their ultimate collision.

**A NOBLE CUNNING**
The Countess and the Tower
Patricia Bernstein
981736499054 $17.95 | Paperback
981736499078 $6.99 | Ebook

A thrilling tale, based on a true story, of one woman’s tremendous courage and incomparable wit in trying to rescue her husband from the Tower of London the night before he is to be executed.
**FICTION: LITERARY**

**ON THE WATERFRONT**
Mike McCoy
9781736602188
$19.95 | Hardcover
9781736602195
$12.95 | Paperback

At thirteen years old, Danny Novak faced mortality, and death. It was the best summer of his life and the darkest days he ever lived. An engaging tale of two boys and their struggles for acceptance and friendship.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
mikemccoy.me

**FICTION: MYSTERY & THRILLER**

**DYING TO RIDE**
Everything Equine
Lenore Mitchell
978986847108
$17.95 | Paperback
978986847115
$6.99 | Ebook

"A charismatic female horse-trainer turned sleuth, colorful suspects, well-paced clues and plot twists, and a simmering subplot makes this an intriguing contemporary Colorado mystery."
—Dea Parkin, The Crime Writers’ Association

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
lenoremitchell.com

**FICTION: MYSTERY & THRILLER**

**A PORTION OF MALICE**
Lloyd Jeffries
9789885526929
$20.99 | Hardcover
9789885526912
$13.99 | Paperback
9789885526905
$2.99 | Ebook

"An Epic Spiritual Thriller...compelling...unsettling" — Foreword Clarion

This thinking man’s thriller chronicles one man’s explosive journey into the apocalypse, and one man’s epic quest to confront God as an equal.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
lloydjeffries.com

**FICTION: MYSTERY & THRILLER**

**KILLING WITH KINDNESS**
Laura Akers
9789885322170
$16.99 | Paperback

Top covert operative Davia Glenn has earned a spot on an all-male team, inherited a fortune, and battled terrorist assassins. But can she solve a double homicide, dodge paparazzi, and choose between two hot men?

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
lauraakers.com

**FICTION: SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY**

**THE BRIDGE TO MAGIC**
Alex Thornbury
9780645497038
$34.99 | Hardcover
9780645497007
$16.99 | Paperback
9780645497014
$8.99 | Ebook

"This is dark fantasy at its best..."
—The Book Commentary

A stunning page-turner. —Reader Views

The story of a life between two deaths and an impossible choice to make.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
alexthornbury.com

**THE DRAGON EATER**
J. Scott Coatsworth
9781959804284
$26.99 | Hardcover
9781959804277
$16.99 | Paperback
9781959804291
$4.99 | Ebook

Raven swallowed a dragon. A small one, but now the thrall’s arms have scales, and his snarky AI familiar is no help at all. His friend Aik loves him, and Aik’s ex-fiancée hates his guts. Things are about to get messy.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
waterdragonpublishing.com

**GRAPHIC NOVEL**

**DARK CLOUD**
Sandra Wolff
Illustrated by Jared Barel
978-0578934754
$19.95 | Paperback
978-1087996080
$12.00 | Ebook

"Dark Cloud is a must read for fans of dystopian fiction, even for those unfamiliar with the graphic novel format."
—Self-Publishing Review

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Publisher Services, Ingram Wholesale
DarkCloudOnline.com
### INDIVIDUAL TITLES FROM IBPA MEMBER PUBLISHERS

#### HISTORY

**THE ZODIAC REVISITED, VOLUME 1**  
The Facts of the Case  
Michael F. Cole  
9781955816014  
$24.95 | Hardcover  
9780996394307  
$14.95 | Paperback  
2021 NYC Big Book Award Winner for True Crime  

*Individually reviewed by the author, Michael F. Cole.*

**THE SLICKROCK DESERT**  
Journeys of Discovery in an Endangered American Wilderness  
Stephen W. Hinch  
9780966199901  
$21.95 | Paperback  

A lively tour of the American Southwest that acclaimed author Stephen Trimble, editor of *Capitol Reef Reader* and *Red Rock Stories,* calls “excellent reading” for anyone entranced by canyon country.

#### NATURE & ENVIRONMENT

**THE SLICKROCK DESERT**  
Journeys of Discovery in an Endangered American Wilderness  
Stephen W. Hinch  
9780966199901  
$21.95 | Paperback  

A lively tour of the American Southwest that acclaimed author Stephen Trimble, editor of *Capitol Reef Reader* and *Red Rock Stories,* calls “excellent reading” for anyone entranced by canyon country.

#### PARENTING & FAMILY

**SPEAKING OUT**  
Families of LGBTQ+ Advance the Dialogue  
Esther Schwartz-McKinzie  
9781940724270  
$35.00 | Hardcover  
9781940724287  
$9.99 | Ebook  

This "book collects the journeys of both LGBTQ+ people and parents of LGBTQ+ people who share the challenges they faced and offer candid insight into their growth over time." —Cathy Renna, National LGBTQ Task Force  

**WHO WILL ACCOMPANY YOU?**  
My Mother-Daughter Journeys Far From Home and Close to the Heart  
Meg Stafford with Kate Stafford and Gale Stafford  
9781632994905  
$15.95 | Paperback  
(Also available as an Ebook and Audiobook)  

Meg and her two daughters take us along for their colorful exploration of the world and the human heart. From Nepal to Colombia, they share their curiosity, their love of each other, and what they learn en route.

#### PARENTING & FAMILY

**WHO WILL ACCOMPANY YOU?**  
My Mother-Daughter Journeys Far From Home and Close to the Heart  
Meg Stafford with Kate Stafford and Gale Stafford  
9781632994905  
$15.95 | Paperback  
(Also available as an Ebook and Audiobook)  

Meg and her two daughters take us along for their colorful exploration of the world and the human heart. From Nepal to Colombia, they share their curiosity, their love of each other, and what they learn en route.

#### POLITICAL & CURRENT EVENTS

**IN MY DNA**  
My Career Investigating Your Worst Nightmares  
Lindsey Wade  
9781944134594  
$29.95 | Hardcover  
9781944134709  
$19.95 | Paperback  
9781944134730  
$12.99 | Ebook  
(Also available as an Audiobook)  

**THE TRUMP FILES**  
An Account of the Trump Administration’s Effect on American Democracy, Human Rights, Science and Public Health  
Jack Hassard  
9798985485714  
$19.95 | Paperback  

“Pained, outraged, yet ultimately hopeful, this sweeping indictment of Trumpism offers a wide-ranging accounting of Trump’s impact on American life, politics, democracy and the globe itself.” —BookLife Review  

**WHAT WOULD THE FOUNDING FATHERS TELL US TODAY?**  
Political Dialogs Between 1789 and 2040  
Werner Neff  
979887229188  
$9.97 | Paperback  
979887229493  
$4.97 | Ebook  

The book reflects on history, politics, democratic theories, and principles in the form of fictional dialogs allowing the Founding Fathers to express their theories on what truly made America a model democracy.

#### IN MY DNA

**IN MY DNA**  
My Career Investigating Your Worst Nightmares  
Lindsey Wade  
9781944134594  
$29.95 | Hardcover  
9781944134709  
$19.95 | Paperback  
9781944134730  
$12.99 | Ebook  
(Also available as an Audiobook)  

**THE TRUMP FILES**  
An Account of the Trump Administration’s Effect on American Democracy, Human Rights, Science and Public Health  
Jack Hassard  
9798985485714  
$19.95 | Paperback  

“Pained, outraged, yet ultimately hopeful, this sweeping indictment of Trumpism offers a wide-ranging accounting of Trump’s impact on American life, politics, democracy and the globe itself.” —BookLife Review  

**WHAT WOULD THE FOUNDING FATHERS TELL US TODAY?**  
Political Dialogs Between 1789 and 2040  
Werner Neff  
979887229188  
$9.97 | Paperback  
979887229493  
$4.97 | Ebook  

The book reflects on history, politics, democratic theories, and principles in the form of fictional dialogs allowing the Founding Fathers to express their theories on what truly made America a model democracy.
BUILD YOUR VILLAGE
A Guide to Finding Joy and Community in Every Stage of Life
Florence Ann Romano
9781582708867 | $16.99 | Paperback
9781582708874 | $9.99 | Ebook
In this easy-to-read self-help manual, Florence Ann Romano introduces the six roles commonly found in villages and provides a roadmap to help the reader build their own support systems.
HOW TO ORDER
Simon & Schuster, Follett, Ingram Wholesale
beyondword.com

SYMBOLS OF YOU
A Self-Discovery Reference Guide
Linda Mackenzie
978986717906 | $24.95 | Paperback
Take a personal journey through the symbols of 42 Ancient Wisdom topics. Use this timeless reference book’s exercises and charts to expand mindfulness, intuition, get insight into life challenges, and just have fun.
HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Creative Health & Spirit
lindamackenzie.net

RISE, THE FOUR ELEMENTALS
Lead Yourself to a Life of Courage, Truth, Creativity, and Love by Awakening the Wisdom Within
Nick Seneca Jankel
Illustrated by Tom Gravestock
9781999731588 | $19.95 | Paperback
9781999731595 | $9.99 | Ebook
With record levels of teen anxiety and depression, an illustrated adventure by a coach to CEOs into how to become an everyday leader by tapping into four inner archetypes to solve even the toughest life problems.
HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Switch On Books
switchonnow.com/books

QUEER AS A FIVE-DOLLAR BILL
What If You Knew a Secret From History That Could Change the World?
Lee Wind
978-173228108 | $25.99 | Hardcover
978-173228115 | $13.99 | Paperback
(Also available as an Ebook and Audiobook)
“The premise is a real hook.” —Kirkus Reviews
HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
I’m Here. I’m Queer. What The Hell Do I Read?
leewind.org

NO WAY, THEY WERE GAY?
Hidden Lives and Secret Loves
Lee Wind
978-1541581856 | $37.32 | Hardcover
978-1541581623 | $18.99 | Paperback
Winner of 3 awards
“Enlightening and entertaining. Highly recommended for readers age 10-110!” —Linda Sue Park, Newbery Medalist
HOW TO ORDER
Follett, Ingram Wholesale
Zest Books/Lerner Publishing Group
lernerbooks.com

THE RED EAR BLOWS ITS NOSE
Poems for Children and Others
Robert Schechter
Illustrated by S. Federico
9781773491349 | $29.95 | Hardcover
9781773491301 | $19.95 | Paperback
(Also available as an Ebook)
Starred reviews in Kirkus Reviews and School Library Journal. Recommended by Booklist.
“Playful poems that delight...For reading out loud, to laugh at, to muse on, and to grow up with.” —SLJ
An instant classic!
HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Word Galaxy
wordgalaxy.com/authors/robert-schechter

WILL’S ADVENTURE TO THE CANDY MOUNTAIN
Dr. Gerry Haller
Illustrated by YM Cho
978-1737200222 | $24.95 | Hardcover
978-1737200246 | $19.95 | Paperback
978-1737200253 | $7.99 | Ebook
“Follows a young boy embarking on a magical journey to Candy Ville. During his travels, he discovers how being a good/respectful person can really pay off.” —Foreword Reviews
HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Children Are Special Press
ChildrenAreSpecialPress.com
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Discover the Best Indie Titles!

Best First Book from a New Publisher

Best New Voice: First Book by a New Author

IBPA Benjamin Franklin Awards™

Celebrating Excellence in Book Editorial & Design

Best Audiobooks

Best Books in 41 Subject Categories

See all the winning titles at bit.ly/IBPA-BFA-Winners